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From the
editor
Two tragic deaths this year have highlighted
the dangers that can be posed by electricity
in our day-to-day lives.
The death of a young vegetation worker in
Highett in May is a reminder for all tradespeople to be
aware of the proximity of powerlines when at work.
You don’t get a second chance with
electricity and the death of this young man has
prompted ESV to launch a new awareness
campaign to remind vegetation workers and
landscapers to always Look up and live.
With the slogan Don’t put your life on the line,
the new campaign reminds vegetation workers
to always be aware of the proximity of powerlines
when cutting trees and to always ensure
appropriate branch control.
Always be aware of the No Go Zone rules
and the cutting and clearance requirements, and
contact the relevant distribution business if you’re
not sure if you should proceed with the job.
A few minutes to make a phone call could
save your life.
The death of a woman in New South Wales
in April has highlighted the dangers of cheap and
unapproved electrical products.
Sheryl Anerne Aldegu was using an
unapproved USB charger to charge her mobile
phone and the 28-year-old was subsequently
found dead in her Gosford home.
Everyone loves to find a bargain but if an
electrical product seems too cheap then chances
are it may not be approved or compliant with
Australian standards.
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Approved USB chargers can sell for up to $40
while the unapproved device that is believed to
have killed Sheryl was bought for just a few dollars
from a discount retailer.
Products go through rigorous safety checks
before they are approved so the extra few dollars
you spend buying approved products is an
investment in the safety of your family.
ESV is urging all Victorians to be vigilant about
the dangers of unapproved appliances and to
always look for a regulatory compliance mark
(pictured below left).
Our compliance officers are regularly out
auditing shops and online sellers, so please let us
know if you find a store selling products that don’t
display this symbol and we will investigate.
You can email us at info@esv.vic.gov.au.
And finally, thanks to everyone who gave us
feedback about the first online issue of EnergySafe
in April. It was great to receive so many positive
comments.
This issue of the magazine has been printed
but the online version still contains links and
electronic functionality.
You can print a complete copy of the
magazine from the Joomag site by downloading
the PDF to your computer and printing it as you
would any document. If you only want the content
that’s relevant to your industry, you can print
individual spreads by clicking on the print button
on the top of the Joomag site.

is not permissible without the
written permission of EnergySafe
Victoria, depending on the source

Safe and sound: A regulatory compliance mark.

Sharon Rainsbury
srainsbury@esv.vic.gov.au

of the article.
Liability
Howsoever arising as a
consequence of use or reliance
upon any advice, representations,
statement, opinion or conclusion
expressed herein is expressly
denied by Energy Safe Victoria
and all persons involved in the
preparation of this publication.

Website review:
your opinion
counts
ESV is revamping its website and we want to
hear your thoughts on how we can create a
better user experience for our stakeholders.
Whether you use our e-portal to update your
Licensing information or download information
sheets, use the website to check a standard or
just keep across the latest industry news, then
we want to know what works and what we could
do better.
To say thanks for your time, we’ll choose
10 respondents and send you a double-pass
to the movies.

	Send us your thoughts by
clicking here or email us at
info@esv.vic.gov.au marked
web comments
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Unapproved electrical
products removed from
shelves in stores
By Sharon Rainsbury, Executive Manager
Media and Communications
ESV is warning Victorians not to purchase
or use unapproved or non-compliant
electrical equipment following the death
of a woman in NSW due to a faulty
USB charger.
The woman was electrocuted when the
USB charger she was using for her mobile phone
failed while she was holding the phone.
Victoria’s Director of Energy Safety, Paul
Fearon, said all Victorians should look for the
regulatory compliance mark or unique approval
number to ensure the products they are buying
have been approved and are safe for use.
“The regulatory compliance mark is a tick
within a circle in a triangle while approval markings
can vary between states but typically are an
alphanumeric code, comprising the first letter
of the state that issued the approval followed by
between one and six digits,” Mr Fearon said.
“If a product seems too cheap—be alert. If it
doesn’t have an approval number or regulatory
compliance mark—be alarmed. And if it doesn’t
have insulated pins or if it has holes in the pins—
definitely don’t buy it. Report the seller to ESV and
we will investigate and take action.”
Warning to sellers
ESV has also issued a warning to online
sellers and retail outlets that it is illegal to sell
unapproved electrical products, appliances
or USB chargers.

Cheap and nasty: This unapproved travel adaptor and USB charger were removed from shelves.

Under the Electrical Safety Act (1998)
outlets selling them may be fined up to $5634
for individuals and $28,168 for companies.
“Anyone who is importing or supplying
electrical equipment into Australia needs to
ensure that the equipment complies with the
relevant electrical safety requirements,”
Mr Fearon said.
All prescribed electrical appliances and
equipment must be approved prior to being
made available for public use or sale. Electrical
equipment that is not classified as prescribed
may be supplied to the public without first being
approved. However, it is the responsibility of
the supplier to ensure that non-prescribed

electrical equipment meets relevant minimum
safety standards. You should have technical
documentation and safety test reports to show
that your equipment complies.
You also need to ensure that your equipment
is appropriately marked and displays the rated
voltage, current/power, safety class and other
requirements for markings as described by
the standards.
	For further information on
approved products click here
or go to www.esv.vic.gov.au
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Latest
news

Vegetation
worker
electrocuted
By Michelle Robertson, Senior Media
and Communications Advisor
A 22-year-old vegetation worker was killed
in May when the branch of a tree he was
cutting fell into high voltage powerlines in
Chesterville Rd, Highett.
ESV launched an investigation after the
man, who was working for a private tree lopping
company, was electrocuted while cutting the tree
at a suburban property.
Despite being outside the regulatory
clearance space it is believed the man died when
a 4m branch he was cutting made contact with an
11kV powerline.
ESV’s Director of Energy Safety, Paul Fearon,
said it was crucial for arborists and vegetation
workers to always maintain control of vegetation
when cutting near powerlines and to know where
the arc of a branch will fall.
“In addition to knowing the No Go Zone
guidelines, this tragic incident highlights the need

Stiebel Eltron Energy Safe Advert Stratos July 2014.indd 1

A tragic accident: Emergency services respond to the scene of the incident in Highett in which a young
vegetation worked died when a branch he was felling touched powerlines.

for vegetation workers to take extra precautions
and carefully assess each situation to anticipate all
possible safety risks.
“If you’re not sure if the proximity to powerlines
is safe, contact the relevant distribution business
to ask advice and, if necessary, seek a Permit to
Work before you proceed.”
In response to this tragedy, ESV has
commenced work on a new campaign specifically

targeting tradespeople and all those in the
vegetation management and arboriculture
industries.
	You can read more about the new
awareness campaign, Don’t put
your life on the line, on Pg 7.

6/20/2014 5:23:33 PM
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New campaign reminds metro
workers to Look up and live
By Michelle Robertson, Senior Media
and Communications Advisor
Don’t put your life on the line is the name of
a new campaign ESV is launching to remind
vegetation workers and tradespeople to be
safe near powerlines.
The new slogan builds on ESV’s long-running
Look up and live campaign and will specifically
target metropolitan workers through cinema,
radio and online advertising.
Workers in the arboriculture and vegetation
clearance industries are also being directly
targeted through industry associations and direct
mail to ensure they are fully aware of the safety
issues regarding trees and powerlines.
The new campaign was prompted by a
spate of serious incidents involving workers and
powerlines around metropolitan Melbourne,
including the tragic death of a vegetation worker
in May (Pg 6).
In recent years there have been several
incidents involving workers on hydraulic platforms
coming into contact with powerlines and in
another incident a builder was severely injured
when the guttering he was installing touched
powerlines.
Don’t put your life on the line reminds
workers that they need to constantly think
outside the square and assess all possible
safety risks.
In addition to knowing the No Go Zone
guidelines workers are being urged to:
»» repeatedly check the location of powerlines
»» always complete a hazard analysis before
starting work

Don’t put your life on the line: Arborists and vegetation workers are the focus of the first stage of ESV’s
new Look up and live awareness campaign.

»» never cut corners or start a job unless
satisfied it is safe to proceed.
Each job is unique and workers should
constantly reassess their individual situation.
For example, it is vital to always be aware of the
location of machinery and long materials like
branches, pipes, timber and guttering that could
come into contact with powerlines.
Trees and powerlines are a particularly
dangerous combination if proper safety
precautions are not taken. Moisture in trees and
branches can conduct electricity and cause
electric shock or death.
Vegetation workers and arborists are being
reminded to always check that a tree is far

LED POWER BY MEAN WELL

enough away from powerlines for safe work to be
undertaken. Workers should be properly trained
and qualified for the task at hand and should only
cut branches that are a manageable size.
If there is any concern regarding the safety of
a tree clearning job ESV recommends discussing
the situation with the local electricity distributor
before any work commences.
 lick to hear Rex Hunt discuss
C
this tragic accident and the
importance of the Look up and
live message on AFL Live.
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Latest
news

Products
recalled over
safety concerns
By Michelle Robertson, Senior Media and
Communications Advisor
Avanco rotary type DC isolators have been
recalled due to concerns that the product
may overheat and cause fires.
The recall covers Avanco brand DC solar
isolators sold from 1 January 2012 to 24 February
2014 with the model numbers: AV/DC4P25A,
AV/DC2P25A, AV/DC4P25AUB, AV/DC2P625AU,
AV/DC2P25AU, AV/DC2/2P25AU, AV/DC22P125AU,
AV/DC4P25AU, AV/DC4P25AUS and
AV/DC4P25AUT.
The product has an internal fault where a
high-resistance connection may form. If you have
installed any of these products or are aware of their
use, you are advised to contact the customer and
arrange for them to be replaced. Any PV systems
with this isolator should be shut down immediately
following the standard shutdown procedure.
The company that distributed the isolators
has gone into administration and queries about

Fire risk: Avanco rotary type DC isolators have been recalled due to safety concerns.

the recall are being managed by the administrator,
SV Partners. You can call 07 5479 6199 or email
sunshinecoast@svp.com.au.
And Aldi has recalled the Kuchef Thermo
Mixer after a woman received seconddegree burns while using one.
The woman sustained burns to her arm and
body when the faulty product ejected hot pasta
sauce across her kitchen.
The multifunctional unit incorporates a food
processor and cooking functionality. If overloaded,

the product may restart at a higher speed,
potentially causing hot food to be ejected.
It was supplied by Euro Centra and sold in Aldi
stores in Victoria between 18 December 2013 and
18 January 2014. The item code is 44277 and the
model number is EC-TC-01.
Consumers should immediately cease using
the product and organise a replacement unit by
contacting Euro Centra on 1800 269 981 (toll free)
or email: support@eurocentra.com.au. The
recall notice can be found at www.recalls.gov.au
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New licence fees
from 1 July

Solar installer
prosecuted and
fined $60,000

The costs of electrical licence applications
and renewals have risen from 1 July
following the annual increase in the base
fee unit, set by the Department of Treasury
and Finance.
The Department has determined that the

By John Murphy, ESV Solicitor

Licence
RECs
LEIs
LEWs

Renewal period

value of a fee unit for the 2014–15 financial year
will be $13.24, a rise of 40 cents.
This means that the cost to renew an
“A” licence for five years will be $184, REC
will be $275 and LEI will rise to $275. The full
list of price changes is listed below.

Fee to
30 June 2014

Updated fees
from 1 July 2014

New application fee

Renewal

5 years

$267

$275

$573

New application

5 years

$556

$573

–

Renewal

5 years

$267

$275

$573

New application

5 years

$556

$573

–

Renewal (A) Electrician’s
Licence

5 years

$178.50

$184

$368

New application (A)
Electrician’s Licence

5 years

$357

$368

–

Renewal only—(ES)
Electrician (Supervised)
Licence

5 years

$178.50

$184

If not renewed on time
application for a Supervised
Worker’s Licence required

New Application (L)
Supervised Worker’s Licence

Up to 3 years

$214

$221

–

Renewal only (O)
Occupiers Licence

5 years

$178.50

$184

If not renewed on time
no longer available

Renewal (REL) Disconnect/
Reconnect

5 years

$267

$275

$573

New application (REL)
Disconnect/Reconnect

5 years

$556

$573

–

New application (SG)
Switchgear Worker’s Licence

5 years

$357

$368

–

Renewal (SG) Switchgear
Worker’s Licence

Not required as yet

Lineworkers & Spotters

No charge

Current fee unit price to 30 June 2014

$12.84

Fee unit price implemented from 1 July 2014

$13.24 (announced 16/04/2014)

REC

20.8 Renewal

LEW

13.9 Renewal

43.3 New
27.8 New

REL

20.8 Renewal

43.3 New

LEI

20.8 Renewal

43.3 New

ESV has successfully prosecuted solar
company Illumilite Pty Ltd for offering to
carry out work as a registered electrical
contractor when they weren’t registered.
Appearing before Magistrate the Hon.
Mr Goldberg in the Wodonga Magistrates’ Court
on 25 July, the company was convicted and fined
$60,000 for 40 offences relating to holding out that
they could carry out electrical contracting work
and offering to carry out that work.
The Court heard that Illumilite Pty Ltd was
a seller of solar power systems and had used
Certificates of Electrical Safety belonging to an
electrical contractor to portray itself as a company
that could install the systems.
The company engaged a licensed electrical
inspector to inspect the prescribed electrical
installation work at 20 properties in north-east
Victoria and provided him with Certificates
of Electrical Safety with strict instructions to
complete the inspections before the end of
September 2012.
The company’s activities came to light when
the inspector could not lodge the inspection
certificate details with ESV.
The Magistrate imposed a conviction and
fine of $1500 for each offence and commented
that even though the company was in liquidation
the court should impose a sanction appropriate
to its conduct.
The message is clear that where persons
incorporate companies as a vehicle for their
business ESV will pursue charges while the
company remains on the register of corporations.

Carbon Monoxide
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$399
Ex GST

ng
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Is your unit due for calibration? Mention this ad

tector
Ambient De

From
$749

Ex GST

to receive a discount
Pricing Valid till 31/08/14 unless sold out prior

Industrial & Package Burners

Gas Regulators

Training & Technical Services

Gas Meters & Valves

Phone: 03 9763 6335
www.accutherm.com.au
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Electrical
news

Warning issued
about non-compliant
switchboards
ESV has issued a safety alert
about the dangers of gaps
in switchboard enclosures
following a recent incident
involving a large arc event.
By Vanessa Garbett, Compliance Officer
There has been a recent serious incident
involving a large arc event caused by
material falling through an opening in a
switchboard enclosure. The switchboard
enclosure did not comply with the relevant
Australian Standards, in particular AS/NZS
3000:2007 and AS/NZS 3439.1:2002.
On investigating this incident, it has become
a matter of concern to ESV that there appears
to be confusion in the industry as to the IP rating
requirements of switchboards and a lack of
understanding of the responsibility for compliance.
It is also of concern to ESV that the potential
for incorrect switchboard design, construction and
installation, and subsequent electrical incidents, is
not being recognised within the broader industry.
Lug falls through gap
The incident involved two electrical workers
who were working in a switchboard enclosure,
forming part of a large switchboard, fitting a
lug to the end of a cable. Lock out, tag out
procedures were used and in place. A tinned
copper lug fell through a 23mm gap at the rear of
the switchboard enclosure. The lug fell onto a live
electrical busbar enclosure that was below the

switchboard enclosure being worked on. The lug
came into contact with the live busbars causing
a short circuit and subsequent arc event that
resulted in extensive switchboard damage.
The 23mm gap at the rear of the switchboard
enclosure is non-compliant, was not obvious and
was not picked up by the:
»» switchboard designer
»» switchboard supplier
»» switchboard builder
»» switchboard installer

»» registered electrical contractor
»» licensed electrical workers or
»» licensed electrical inspector.
This particular type of switchboard is a
modular system. The switchboard manufacturer
type tests the modular switchboard system.
Compliance is then achieved by the
manufacturer’s instructions being followed by the
switchboard suppliers, builders and installers.
In most cases with modular systems, the
design of the required switchboard is submitted
to the switchboard supplier to generate the
required parts. The switchboard is then built to the
manufacturer’s instructions (manual). Switchboard
compliance is reliant on the initial design along
with the construction and installation.
The onus of ensuring compliance of the
switchboard, when installed, lies with (but may
not be limited to) the LEW, REC and LEI, who
carried out the work and signed off on the relevant
Certificate of Electrical Safety.
In this instance the design, construction and
installation of the switchboard failed to meet the
requirement of the IP2X rating from one enclosure
to another.
Avoid the gap: Electrical workers need to be
aware of the dangers posed by non-compliant
switchboards. Two electrical workers were lucky
they weren’t injured when a lug fell through a
23mm gap in the back of a switchboard and fell
on to a live electrical busbar.
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Compliance requirements
Clause 2.9.3.2 of AS/NZS 3000:2007,
Wiring Rules—Suitability says: Switchboards
shall be suitable to withstand the mechanical,
electrical and thermal stresses that are likely to
occur in service. Switchboards complying with
the relevant requirements of the AS/NZS 3439
series of standards are considered to meet the
requirements of this Clause 2.9.3.
Section 7—Design and Construct of AS/
NZS 3439.1:2002—Low-voltage switchgear and
control gear, Assemblies Part 1: Type-tested
and partially type tested assemblies (IEC 604391:1999 MOD)—Clause 7.7—Internal separation of
assemblies says:
Upon agreement of the form of internal
separation between manufacturer and user,
verification of internal separation shall be in
accordance with 8.2.7.
Note: The above relates to the form
requirements agreed upon i.e. Form 4A.
Section 7—Design and Construct of
AS/NZS 3439.1:2002:—Clause 7.7.1—By barriers
or partitions (standard construction) says:
One or more of the following conditions can
be attained by dividing assemblies by means of
partitions or barriers (metallic or non-metallic)
into separate compartments or enclosed
protected spaces:
»» protection against contact with hazardous
parts belonging to the adjacent functional
units. The degree of protection shall be at
least IPXXB
»» protection against the passage of solid foreign
bodies from one unit of an assembly to an
adjacent unit. The degree of protection shall
be at least IP2X. Unless otherwise stated by
the manufacturer, both conditions shall apply.
Note: The degree of protection IP2X covers
the degree of protection IPXXB.
The above means that the degree of
protection required between compartments
or enclosures is IP2X and if IP2X is met then
so is IPXXB.
AS 60529:2004—Degrees of protection
provided by enclosures (IP Code) states the
following in relation to achieving the degrees of
protection against contact with hazardous parts
and the passage of solid foreign bodies:
Degrees of Protection against Hazardous
Parts (First characteristic numeral 2):
»» protection against access to hazardous parts
with a finger. The finger is defined as having a
12mm diameter and 80mm length and shall
have adequate clearance
Degrees of Protection against Solid Foreign
Objects (First characteristic numeral 2)
»» protection against solid foreign objects of
12.5mm diameter and greater. The object
probe, a sphere of 12.5mm diameter, shall not
fully penetrate.
The test finger shall not be able to contact live
parts from one enclosure to another and the test
sphere shall not be able to penetrate from one
enclosure to another.
Safety outcome
The two workers involved in this incident were
not injured but this could have resulted in very
serious injuries. ESV wants to alert all switchboard
manufacturers, suppliers, installers, electrical

workers and electrical inspectors to this hazard.
The non-compliance of this switchboard was
not identified until after the incident had occurred.
Relevant legislation
The Electricity Safety Act 1998—Part 3—
37 Obligations on registered contractors:
»» a registered electrical contractor must
not permit a person to carry out on the
contractor’s behalf, or direct a person to carry
out, any electrical installation work that does
not comply with this Act or the regulations.
»» Penalty: In the case of a natural person,
50 penalty units, in the case of a body
corporate 250 penalty units.
44 Compliance and testing of electrical
installation work:
»» a licensed electrical installation worker must
ensure that all electrical installation work
carried out by that worker complies with this
Act and the regulations.
»» Penalty: 40 penalty units.
45 Inspection of electrical installation work:
»» (4) A licensed electrical inspector must not sign
a certificate of inspection of any prescribed
electrical installation work unless the
certificate:
(a) describes the work; and
(b)	states that the inspector has inspected
the work; and
(c)	states whether or not the work complies
with this Act and the regulations; and
(d)	contains any other details in relation to the
work required by the regulations.
»» Penalty: 50 penalty units.
The Electricity Safety Act 1998 Part 4—
Electrical Equipment
54 Standards of Electrical Equipment:
»» A person must not supply or offer to supply
electrical equipment unless:
(a)	The equipment complies with the
minimum standards prescribed for
equipment of that class.
»» Penalty: In the case of a natural person,
40 penalty units, in the case of a body
corporate 200 penalty units.
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At the time of writing, one penalty unit equated
to approximately $145.
It’s important to get it right!

Did you
receive our
safety alert?
ESV emailed this safety alert to electrical
workers on 20 June.
If you didn’t receive it then we may not
have an up-to-date email address for you.
ESV is now using email to deliver safety
alerts, product recall notices and other news
to both gasfitters and electricians.
To ensure you don’t miss out, please
ensure that your details are current.
Electricians can update their details
in the ESV Licensing database while VBA
licence holders can update their details
through the e-tool box at vba.vic.gov.au.
ESV electrical licence holders can
update their details by clicking here or
going to www.esv.vic.gov.au
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news

Keeping the spark
alive for 66 years
There aren’t too many electrical licence
holders who have held the same registration
for more than 60 years, so when Jim Ryan
recently visited ESV to renew for the last
time he caught the attention of our
Licensing Manager.
When his current registration expires and Jim
(pictured right) finally calls it a day he will have held
Universal Electric for an incredible 66 years. Jim
is still running strong in the Melbourne suburb of
Northcote so we took some time to ask about his
extraordinary career.
Q. Jim, how did you get into the industry?
As a teenager I was fascinated by electricity
and at 16 I decided to seek a job in the field. I
started at JP Aarons in Errol St, North Melbourne
in 1954. I worked there for about a year and my
job involved me making small electric motors
and large industrial switchboards. I also repaired
appliances—experience that was very valuable for
my later work.
Q. Did you complete your apprenticeship
there?
I sought an apprenticeship with JP Aarons
but they didn’t have any positions available. I
decided to look in the newspaper and found
an apprenticeship available under Universal
Electric. I applied, secured the role and
completed my apprenticeship with them from
1946–1951. They were based in Collins St
at the time.

Q. What happened when you finished
your apprenticeship?
After I finished my apprenticeship the owner
of Universal, Arthur Morgan, was looking at retiring
and he offered me the opportunity to buy the
business. I bought the business and took over the
registration in 1952 and I’ve held it ever since! In
those early days based in Collins St most of our
work was carried out on businesses in the CBD.
We used to catch the tram to a job carrying our
ladders and tool boxes. I kept the Collins St office
until 1958 then moved the business
to Pascoe Vale South.

“We were ahead of
our time because
we used to buy
white overalls and
dye them orange
to make sure we
were visible on
building sites!”

Q. What have been the highlights of
your career?
The changeover from DC power to AC
power was a highlight and a very interesting time.
Likewise, I’ve seen the introduction of many new
inventions including the fluorescent light. I have
been fortunate to work on many of Melbourne’s
iconic buildings and venues and I remember that
we tried to be proactive with regard to safety. We
were ahead of our time because we used to buy
white overalls and dye them orange to make sure
we were visible on building sites!
I’ve always felt that those early years prior to
my apprenticeship making electric motors from
scratch gave me a fantastic grounding and I guess
you could say I learned from the ground up.

Brett Fox joins ESV
ESV has appointed Brett Fox to the
role of Manager Investigations and
Work Practices within its Electrical
Infrastructure Safety division.
Brett brings a wealth of knowledge and
experience to ESV having had a long career
in the electrical industry including 26 years at
SP AusNet (and SECV before privatisation).
His last role with SP AusNet was Support
Services (Work Practices) Manager where he
was accountable for the leadership and delivery
of works along with information technology and
other support for the company’s control room.
Brett was also an active participant on the IRT
(Incident Response Team) roster, responsible for
the management and coordination of SP AusNet’s
response to emergency events and in times of
heightened awareness.
While at SP AusNet and SECV Brett held
other senior roles including Project Manager—
Network Programs, Major Projects where he
managed and delivered electricity transmission
and distribution infrastructure projects such as
feeder reliability projects.
He also held the role of Vegetation &
Easements Manager—Urban within the Vegetation
& Easements Group, where he was responsible

for developing and delivering the distribution and
transmission vegetation management programs in
the central area of SP AusNet and Jemena.
Earlier in his career Brett worked as a
Network Technical Representative in the
Beaconsfield, South Morang, Colac and
Moe areas, as a Technical Officer in the
Design Group and as a Survey/Drafting
Officer undertaking field design surveys and
calculations for overhead distribution lines.
His first job was with the National Safety
Council of Australia at the West Sale Aerodrome
as a Trainee Cartographer, producing digital
topographic maps containing fire information
obtained from aerial infra-red photography.
At ESV Brett is focusing on ensuring
compliance with safety regimes by providing
technical support and advice to the Victorian
major electricity companies, specified operators
and traction companies, along with other key
stakeholders.
Some mechanisms for ensuring compliance
include conducting investigations into incidents
and complaints, the analysis of reported incident
and fire data and the determination of compliance
with safety codes of practice (for example the
Blue Book).

New to the team: Brett Fox brings a wealth of
experience to ESV following 26 years in the
electrical industry.
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Compiled by ESV’s Electricity Technical
Advisor, John Stolk
EnergySafe continues its regular series
featuring some of the questions that
ESV receives on a range of electricity
installation issues, some of them relating
to gas installations. Also provided are
the answers together with references
to the Acts, Standards, Regulations and
Clauses that apply to them.

Standard

Clause

I am installing air-conditioning units in a block You are required to provide 12 Certificates of Electrical Safety;
of 12 flats for the same owner. Can I provide
each flat is an individual occupancy having a different address
the owner one compliance certificate or do I
e.g. Unit 1–25 ESV Rd and Unit 2–25 ESV Rd.
need to provide 12 certificates?
Types of prescribed electrical installation work are listed on the back
of the certificates.

Answer

Electricity
Safety Act
1998

Part 3
Clause 45A

Is the replacement of a switchboard in a flat
prescribed electrical work?

Electricity
Safety
(Installations)
Regulations
2009.

Regulation
238(d)

Yes, the replacement of a switchboard related to the control of an
individual occupier’s portion of a multiple installation is prescribed
electrical work.
Types of prescribed electrical installation work are listed on the
back of the certificates.

What is the difference between a category A
and category B underground wiring system?

The Category A system is one where the wiring system is
AS/NZS
inherently suitable for installation below ground. Category
3000:2007
A underground wiring system may be any of the following
arrangements:
(a) a system where cables are enclosed in heavy-duty insulating
conduit without further protection
(b) where cables are enclosed in an insulating wiring enclosure
that is encased in concrete
(c) where cables are enclosed in galvanized steel pipe without further
protection
(d) where armoured sheathed cables or neutral screened cables
are buried directly in the ground without further protection.

Clause 3.11.2
& 3.11.3.1 &
3.11.3.2

The Category B system is one where the wiring system is suitable for
installation below ground only with additional mechanical protection
provided for the cable or cable enclosure.
Category B underground wiring systems may be any of the following
arrangements:
(a) a system where cables are enclosed in medium-duty insulating
conduit with additional mechanical protection
(b) a system where sheathed cables are buried direct in the ground
with additional mechanical protection.
My customer has a defective 50 amp fused
Yes, 50 amp fused mains boxes are not manufactured and the
mains box. If I replace it with an 80 amp fused 80 amp fused mains box is considered the equivalent replacement.
mains box at the same location would that be
considered the replacement of an equivalent
component part and non-prescribed electrical
installation work?

Electricity
Safety
(Installations)
Regulations
2009

Regulation 238

What is an earth fault-loop?

The earth fault-loop in an MEN system comprises the following parts, AS/NZS
starting and ending at the point of fault:
3000:2007
(a) the protective earthing conductor, including the main earthing
terminal/connection or bar and MEN
(b) the neutral-return path, consisting of the neutral conductor,
between the main neutral terminal or bar and the neutral point
at the transformer
(c) the path through the neutral point of the transformer and the
transformer winding
(d) the active conductor as far as the point of the fault.

Appendix B4.4

When filling out a compliance certificate do
I need to calculate the maximum demand of
the whole installation every time?

At the completion of work if the maximum demand of the whole
Electricity
installation has altered, the figure must be entered on the compliance Safety
certificate, otherwise Not Applicable (NA) can be entered.
(Installations)
Regulations
2009

Regulation
251(2)

THE LATEST INDUSTRY NEWS
FROM NECA

Changes of Management
at NECA Victoria and
370 degrees group
After 15 years with NECA as the Victoria
Chapter Executive Director, Philip
Green is moving into a new role as Chief
Executive Officer of 370 Degrees Group
Ltd – a wholly-owned subsidiary of the
NECA Group.
In making this announcement NECA
President, Wes McKnight, paid tribute
to Philip’s contribution. “Phil is looking
for a new set of challenges and I
believe he is the ideal person to lead
the 370 Degrees Group through its next
phase in development. Phil’s experience
and leadership values are exactly the
right skills we require to see the Group
respond to the needs of our industry in
terms of training,” said Wes.

the industry. NECA has strived hard to
service and represent its members and
to continually build the range of services
which we offer. I have got no doubt
whatsoever that the industrial relations,
human resources, OHS, technical and
energy efficiency advice, products and
services available to NECA members are
second to none”.
“The National Licensing proposal would
have guttered the trade. To stop this
was essential. We have also been able
to maintain an ongoing and strong
relationship with ESV that ensures our
members have influence in this area”.
“If I have one regret at this point, it is that
electrical contractors continue to accept
contract conditions which expose them to
unacceptable (and often uncontrollable)
risks and pursue work at the expense
of margins.”

While Philip came to NECA Victoria
when it was in need of leadership,
stabilisation and growth, there have been
many accomplishments under Philip’s
leadership. From his
“Contract conditions
active involvement
“I have got no doubt
and risk allocation
in NECA’s recent
whatsoever that the
have always been
success in stopping
an issue however,
the National Licencing industrial relations, human
head contractors
proposal that would
resources, OHS, technical
have deregulated the
and energy efficiency advice, increasingly seek to
shift risks to subelectrical industry,
products and services
contractors through
to the purchase
available to NECA members contract conditions
and development of
and they are
370 Degrees Group
are second to none.”
becoming increasingly
to the instrumental
hard-nosed and sophisticated about
efforts in developing and implementing
it. Unfortunately sub-contractors,
the national EcoSmart Electricians
including electrical contractors, have not
initiative. Member services were also
followed suit in terms of their level of
extended to encompass comprehensive
sophistication or a hard-nosed approach.
OHS and technical services advice and
Yet these contract conditions regularly
products as well as free legal advice.
expose sub-contractors to risks which
have the potential to cause the subPhilip has also been involved in many
important national and industry industrial contractor to go ‘belly up’”.
relations matters and numerous EBA
Kevin McCosh – the current Deputy
negotiations since 1998 and served as
Executive Director Victoria, will take over
a board member of CoINVEST, Protect,
from Philip as Executive Director of the
EPIC and 370 Degrees Group.
Victoria Chapter as of 1st July 2014.
Upon reflecting over his time at NECA
“The NECA Victoria Council has great
Philip commented “There are many
confidence that Kevin McCosh is also
highlights. It’s a great industry with great
the right person to build on Phil’s legacy
people. I am still amazed at the breadth
at NECA Victoria. And we are all very
of projects undertaken by members,
pleased that Phil will remain within the
the ever changing technology and the
broader NECA organisation,” added Wes.
increasing complexity and diversity of

Frontline and Project
Management to return
Due to popular demand NECA Skills Centre will again be
offering the Diploma of Electrical Project Management and
Certificate IV in Frontline Management.

Diploma of Electrical Project Management
This program has been adapted from the mainstream diploma
course to meet the demanding and growing needs of the electrical
industry. The program is extensive and examines key topics of
project management. This program has been developed by the
NECA Skills Centre specifically for the industry in Victoria and
covers specific electrical contracting management contexts as
well as local industry issues and practices.
The course is designed for:
• current project managers
• team members that show potential are ready to start
managing projects
• managers wishing to understand project management theory
The course includes:
• managing stakeholders
• planning the project work
• executing the work
• communicating progress
• manging risk
• improving project management methodology
This course will commence in September.

Certificate IV in Frontline Management
This is a nationally recognised qualification customised for the
electrical industry.
The course is designed for:
• Coordinators
• leading hands
• supervisors
• team leaders
The course include:
• show leadership in the workplace
• implement and monitor OHS
• promote team effectiveness
• develop work priorities
• undertake project work
• identify risk and apply risk management processes
• establish effective workplace relationships
This course will commence in August.
Register your interest today - click here

LICENSING & REGISTRATION | SAFETY & BUSINESS |
ELECTRICAL SHORT COURSES

www.necaskillscentre.com.au
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Holmesglen
to offer Type
A appliance
servicing course
By ESV Gas Inspectors Laurie Devitt
and David Crew
Holmesglen is one of Victoria’s largest
providers of vocational and higher education.
Today, Holmesglen Chadstone Campus delivers
education and training to more than 800 plumbing
apprentices and registered plumbers across
Certificate II, Certificate III and Certificate IV. There is
also further education and training in specialty fields
related to the plumbing industry including appliance
servicing, which is a major growth area.
To accommodate appliance servicing,
Holmesglen will run a new Type A gas appliance
servicing course in October 2014. It will also deliver
eight Certificate IV Gas courses during the year
with the option of both day and night time classes.
ESV and Holmesglen have always recognised a
need for quality training in all fields of the gas industry
but more recently in the area of appliance servicing.

Specialist team: Holmesglen is well equipped to deliver quality training to gasfitters.

Staffed by 30 general, mechanical services
and specialist teachers, Holmesglen is well
equipped to deliver the quality and depth of
training needed in our community.
Launched in 1982, it quickly developed in to
the leading provider of plumbing and mechanical
services training in Victoria and is still a leader in
plumbing skills training 32 years later.
Holmesglen’s Plumbing and Mechanical
Services Department has enjoyed a long and

proud history of partnership and collaboration,
including the support of ESV and industry
partners, and continues to identify and develop
industry best-practice along with the appropriate
education and training necessary to support it.
	For further information click here
or go to holmesglen.edu.au
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Alpine audits successful
recipe for winter safety
By ESV Investigator Stephen Nolan
Gas safety is paramount at busy alpine
resorts so ESV investigators audited the
commercial kitchens at Mt Buller, Falls
Creek and Mt Hotham during May and June
to ensure all installations were safe and
compliant for the snow season.
ESV investigators looked into kitchen safety
standards and the supply, measurement and
control of gas use. As a result, more than
20 Improvement Notices were issued and
10 kitchens requiring maintenance had the
gas supply removed.
These audits revealed there is a need to:
»» improve communication and education of gas
professionals in the alpine region, including
the need to embrace the new gas installations
standard, AS/NZS 5601:2013
»» educate vendors and resort operators about
the risks of unsafe gas installations, how
to deal with those risks and meeting their
obligations for the safe use of LP Gas
»» encourage vendors and resort operators
to take advantage of ESV’s knowledge
base to assist with gas safety and provide
their staff and families with a safe working
environment.
With all great enterprises there are the
inevitable obstacles to overcome. These included:
»» explaining to vendors why they need
to be audited
»» developing strong and binding relationships
with vendors and explaining that help is at
hand even though their businesses are in
regional locations

»» explaining why gas installations must
comply with the requirements of
AS/NZS 5601:2013.
The ground work for Operation Alpine 2014
began with commercial kitchen audits in the
alpine region back in September 2013. The
success of this audit has provided a greater
awareness to the public and industry of gas
safety requirements.
This audit now lays the ground work for the
next alpine audit in 2015.

New process for gas
applications and inspections
By Paul Harris, Gas Operations Manager
ESV’s gas inspectorate has improved the
way it does business. An internal review
conducted earlier this year revealed
a number of opportunities to improve
its inspection process including the
implementation of an online application
system, which will be introduced in the
first half of 2015.
The review also identified that around
80 per cent of all gas applications had insufficient
information to process the application and that
a number of jobs were also outstanding and
awaiting information from plumbers to
complete them.
The proposed online application will reduce
the number of incomplete gas applications and
speed up the application process.
Beginning 2 June a dedicated group of gas
inspectors, known as the Engineering Group,

was set up and charged with processing all
new job applications, reviewing conditional
acceptance before advancing the application
to the scheduler to organise an inspection, and
proactively monitoring, by completion date, the
progression of jobs.
For queries about your application, please
contact our dedicated gas inquiry number
1800 652 563 for assistance. There is no need
to contact gas inspectors directly.
As plumbers you will see significant
improvements to the way we do business over
the coming months. We will now assess:
»» complex gas applications within five days
of receipt of all information
»» standard Type B gas applications will be
assessed within 10 days of receipt of all
information
»» complex Type B gas applications will be
assessed within 20 days of receipt of all
information.

Snow business: An audit of commercial kitchens
in alpine resorts resulted in 20 Improvement
Notices being issued and 10 kitchens having
gas supply removed.

	For further information on this
topic, please contact the ESV
Gas Technical Helpline on
1800 652 563.

Inspections will be conducted within 20 days
of a request for inspection, or later by mutual
agreement, and no inspection will be scheduled
without all the required paperwork being
submitted.
Applications are now risk-assessed by the
Engineering Group. Jobs attracting a high risk will
be inspected while jobs showing low risk will be
allowed to proceed without inspection.
Inspections will be organised through the
scheduler and you will be contacted to arrange
an appointment.
This change in our work practice increases
the time inspectors have available for inspections
and removes the burden of administrative work.
ESV is committed to continually improving its
processes and we encourage you to let us know
of your experiences of our changes by contacting
the Operations Manager, Paul Harris, at
pharris@esv.vic.gov.au
	You can email Paul Harris your
thoughts on the changes by
clicking here.
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Will your cooker
stand up to
safety scrutiny?
By Jason Treseder, ESV Gas Engineer
ESV reminds all gasfitters and electricians
of the importance of correctly securing
freestanding cooking appliances to avoid
serious injuries and to meet legal obligations.
Under the Gas Safety Act 1997 licensed
gasfitters have responsibilities to ensure installations
are left in a safe condition and all gasfitting work
complies with the prescribed standards.
Where gasfitters identify unsafe installations
they are obliged to take action to make the
installation safe. In the case of cookers this means
fitting the required stabilisation or disconnecting
the appliance. If after making a reasonable effort
to rectify the installation it is not possible to make
the installation safe, the gasfitter is obliged to notify
ESV and the gas company without delay.
Oven doors of free standing cookers open
to an ideal height for young children to climb on
and the weight of a small child on the oven door
acts as a lever that can easily cause unsecured
cookers to tip or tilt forward.
This tilting forward can cause pots on the
stove to slide forward off the front of the cooker
and potentially cause serious burns and other
injury if hot pots and pans filled with boiling water
or hot oil land on the child.
Recently ESV investigated an unfortunate
incident where a young child received serious
burns to their head and back from hot cooking
oil after climbing onto an open oven door of an
unsecured cooker that tilted forward. Hot oil also
splashed on the parent, who also received burns.
The Royal Children’s Hospital has advised
ESV that over the past 18 months there have been
four incidents of children sustaining burns involving
gas and electric freestanding cookers.
Inspection of the installation confirmed the
required anti-tilt brackets, specified and provided by
the cooker manufacturer, were not fitted when the
cooker was installed, leaving the cooker free to move.

Hidden risk: Freestanding cookers pose a safety risk if not adequately secured.

This meant the freestanding cooker was
able to tilt forward under the weight of the child
on the oven door, which resulted in serious
consequences for the young child involved.
Freestanding gas and electrical cookers are
required to have means for preventing the cooker
from tilting forward. While some of the larger and
heavier cookers are sufficiently stable without
external supports, the majority of cookers require
stability to be provided through the installation of
an anti-tilt device that locks the cooker in place.
With the anti-tilt device correctly fitted, often
the oven door will give way before there is a risk
of the cooker tilting. Full details of the stabilisation
requirements are specified in the appliance
installation instruction manual provided by the
cooker manufacturer.
Gasfitters must ensure freestanding gas
cooking appliances, including dual fuel appliances
i.e. gas hob with electric oven, are installed in

accordance with clause AS/NZS 5601.1:2013,
clause 6.10.1.11 Stabilization of a freestanding
cooking appliance.
Electricians must ensure freestanding electric
cooking appliances, which are hard-wired to the
electrical installation, are installed in accordance
with AS/NZS 3000:2007 amendments 1 and 2,
clause 1.7.1(c).
ESV strongly recommends that gasfitters
and electricians check the stability of freestanding
cooking appliances during related servicing and
installation work to ensure required stabilisation
devices are fitted to cookers before closing off
the job.
	For further information go to
www.esv.vic.gov.au or phone
1800 652 563.

Boost Your Career with a Post Trade Qualification
RMIT’s industry-developed, post trade qualifications give qualified tradespeople the specialist knowledge to enable you
to progress your career to a new level in skills and salary.
Classes are run in Melbourne’s CBD by teachers with extensive experience.
Certificate IV qualifications are available in:
• Electrotechnology - Systems Electrician
• Electrotechnology - Instrumentation

• Plumbing and Services
• Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning Servicing (NEW)

> Apply now, start July 2014. Call 9925 2261.
This training is delivered with Victorian and Commonwealth Government funding.

www.rmit.edu.au/programs
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Faulty heater hides
burning secret
When 92-year-old Eileen
reported a strange smell
coming from her heater,
she had no idea how close
she was to disaster.
Michael Weber reports.
It was just a normal day in the “office” for
gasfitter Tom Austin when he knocked on
the door of Eileen’s Hallam home.
Set to install a gas meter for energy
monitoring, he was required to first carry out
a routine carbon monoxide test on the existing
gas appliances in the home.
It was a job that may well have saved the life
of the 92-year-old.
Unknown to her, Eileen’s old Vulcan Quasar
gas furnace had developed a crack in its heat
exchanger and was spilling carbon monoxide
at a rate of 35ppm on initial start up.
The sprightly pensioner had reported
feeling ill but had attributed the symptoms to
her advancing years.
But as Tom soon discovered, the potential
dangers of carbon monoxide poisoning were the
least of the problems.
Gas supply to the heater was immediately
capped and sealed, and it was subsequently
decided that the 20-year-old unit was
unserviceable and beyond economical repair.
A replacement heater was the only option and
it was a decision that may well have saved Eileen’s
life because Tom wasn’t prepared for what he

found when the heater was finally removed from
the wall.
Charred and cracked gyprock was a
stark sign of how close this home had come
to potential tragedy.
Not only had this faulty heater been spilling
carbon monoxide, which in itself could have
claimed Eileen’s life, but the hot gasses from the
cracked heat exchanger had burnt through the
wall behind the heater posing a very real threat
of serious damage to the property and even
loss of life.
“In 18 years as a gasfitter it was the worst
situation I’d seen,” Tom said. “I felt ill knowing
what could have happened if that wall furnace
had been turned on again.”
But there were still more surprises in store
for Tom and Eileen as they investigated what
impact all that prolonged heat had on the other
side of the wall.
Clothes in the wardrobe on the other side of
the wall had also charred and burnt showing just
how potentially serious this situation could have
been if more flammable materials had been on
those coat hangers.
“There was immediate danger of the house
catching fire the next time the heater was turned
on,” Tom said. “It was an extremely dangerous
situation.
“And the surprising thing is that there was no
indication from the installation that the problem
existed. On the face of it, there were no visible
signs of a problem.
“The only inkling Eileen had that something
was wrong was she mentioned a funny smell
when the heater was operating.

Out of fashion: The photo above right shows the damage to the wall behind the heater while (above)
are some of the clothes from Eileen’s cupboard, which was behind the faulty heater.

“Since carbon monoxide has no odour, it
could only have been the burning clothes that
were causing it. And we don’t know how long the
heater had been in this condition.”
Tom said he had no doubt that the removal
of that heater probably saved Eileen’s life.
“It’s not every day that you get to go to work
and really feel that you’ve made a difference,”
he said. “This was a job worth doing.”
Tom said Eileen’s experience highlighted
the importance of regular appliance servicing,
especially with older units, and ensuring that the
work was done by a qualified gasfitter. You can
contact the Victorian Building Authority to check
your tradesperson is licensed.
“Fortunately I don’t come across too many
heaters in this poor condition,” Tom said. “Many
older heaters run really well and are in good
order, but you can’t take this for granted. You
have to ensure that these older units are safe and
operating correctly.”
While Eileen breathed a sigh of relief at her
close call, there was still one thing to do before
she could sit down and enjoy her new heater—
a trip to that cupboard to throw away all those
burnt clothes.
For further information on carbon monoxide
testing check out the ESV website at
www.esv.vic.gov.au or see panel below.
	Click here to watch ESV’s video
showing how to test for carbon
monoxide.
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Mobile catering
van accident
waiting to
happen
By David Witenden, ESV Manager
Investigations
A non-compliant mobile catering vehicle
at Victoria Park Football Ground in Echuca
was recently inspected by ESV and
ordered to undergo a range of urgent
gas rectification work.
ESV inspectors were extremely concerned to
find the van was a non-approved installation and

the gas supply point (GSP) was located adjacent
to an operable window opening. In addition,
an outdoor barbecue and separate burner was
installed within the installation. Flex hose was used
as the fitting line from the GSP.
Inspectors placed the van within the
immediately dangerous installation category and
were concerned to find it had recently been in use.
ESV inspectors then checked two further
installations adjacent to the van and identified that
a 190 litre Fat Boy cylinder supplying LP Gas to
the main pavilion for hot water was leaking. ESV
isolated supply to this installation.
The second building and main clubrooms for
the local football team had no safety measures for
vehicular traffic surrounding the GSP. In addition,
the regulator was installed below the cylinder valve
with no chain support. ESV also isolated supply to
this installation.
ESV inspectors contacted ELGAS, the local
LP Gas retailer, which sent Goulburn Valley
Cylinder Testing to assist with the removal of
four 45kg cylinders.
The club president was also contacted and
attended the site that day to discuss concerns
with ESV before arranging a local plumber to
perform rectification works.
For further inquiries please contact the
Gas Technical Information line on 1800 652 563.

The Essential First Step
of any excavation.
Visit www.1100.com.au
or call 1100 during business hours.
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Flue termination under
caravan annexes
By Enzo Alfonsetti, Manager Type A
Gas Appliance Safety

products may linger or cause a nuisance to
the occupants.

A ventilation problem may exist where a
flue terminates under a caravan annexe.
Gasfitters need to be aware that a gas
appliance flue should not terminate under
a covered area without adequate ventilation
being provided.
It is important to note that when installing flued
gas appliances in caravans that their flue terminals
must be installed where combustion products can
readily disperse.
Caravans fitted with flued gas appliances
may have a ventilation problem where a flue
terminates under the cover of a caravan annexe.
In this situation there may be insufficient free flow
ventilation when annexe doors and windows are
closed. Combustion products may not readily
disperse.
Part 2 of Australian Standard AS/NZS 5601:2013
states clearly the ventilation requirements for a
flue installed under cover where combustion

8.4.2 Termination of a flue under a cover
Where the flue terminal of a balanced flue
appliance, room-sealed appliance, a fan-assisted
appliance or the flue terminal of an appliance
designed for outdoor installation is to be installed
under a covered area, where combustion
products might not readily disperse or a
nuisance could occur, either:
»» the covered area shall be open on at least
two sides and the terminal shall be located
to ensure a free flow of air across it is
achieved; or
»» in the case of a fan-assisted flue appliance
only, when one side is open, the terminal shall
be within 500mm of the opening, discharging
in the direction of the opening and there shall
be no openings into the caravan or boat along
the wall within that distance and the terminal
shall be located to ensure that a free flow of air
across it is achieved.

Note: These requirements do not apply to
domestic gas barbecues and radiant gas heaters
designed for outdoor use. For these appliances,
refer to Appendix L. This requirement is not new.
AS 5601:2004, and previous editions, have also
stated this requirement.
To be clear, this requirement only applies to
flued gas appliances such as refrigerators, water
heaters and space heaters where the flue terminates
under cover, such as an annexe. It does not apply
to flueless cooking appliances that are attended
appliances and are operated for relatively short
periods of time. However, ventilation is still required in
any space within the caravan where gas appliances
are installed and must be ventilated in accordance
to AS/NZS 5601.2:2013, clause 7.3 Ventilation
openings—caravans and boats.
	For further information contact
the Gas Technical Helpline on
1800 652 563.

Technical Helpline update
By Len Varker, ESV’s Technical
Helpline Operator

Farewell Nev
ESV gas inspector Neville Coutts has
retired after more than 45 years in the
gas industry.
Neville started with the Gas and Fuel
before moving to the Office of Gas Safety
and then finally ESV.
Mark Brabham, from Australian
Combustion Services, was with Neville for
his final badged job in Tottenham—a Type B
rotating drum cooker (pictured above).
“I have enjoyed working with Neville
over more than 30 years as he is a true
gentleman, always willing and able to assist
with complex queries,” Mark said.
Neville thanked his ESV colleagues for
their support and friendship over the years.
“It has been a wonderful place to work
and I have thoroughly enjoyed it all.”
With a grandchild due in the new year
and a European cruise on the horizon, Neville
is set for a busy 2015.

Just a few words on the changes to the way
ESV will be inspecting gasfitting work.
As Paul mentioned on Pg 17, all gas
applications are now assessed by our
Engineering Group before the application is
advanced to our scheduler who will organise
the inspection.
Please note that no inspection can be
scheduled without all the required paperwork
being submitted to ESV.
You will only have access to a gas inspector
on the day of your inspection, therefore all job
application and inspection detail questions can be
directed to me on 1800 652 563.
Calls to the 1800 number have increased
so I may not always be able to answer your
inquiry immediately. Rest assured that your
unanswered call will be recorded on our
answering machine and also displayed on my
computer screen, and your call will be returned
as soon as I can.
Be sure to mention the GA reference number
in your message, if you have one, so I can have
your job details already listed on screen when
I call back.
When you make application for acceptance
of a complex gas installation you will receive
acceptance and report sheets from the
Engineering Group.
Organising an inspection
Complete these report sheets and return them
as soon as possible. Only when the report sheets

have been received, and they are in order,
will your application be sent to the scheduler
to organise an inspection.
Plumbers, to assist you with your inquiries
call me directly on 03 9271 5449.
New gas installation codes
As far as gas plumbing inquiries go
I have had many calls regarding the new gas
installation codes, AS/NZS 5601:2013 Part 1
and Part 2. You can purchase these codes
from SAI Global. Contact them on 13 12 42
or 02 9237 6000.
Fire resistant boards behind splashbacks
Other recent inquiries have been about
fire resistant boards behind glass splashbacks.
See Appendix C, Table C1 in Part 1 of
AS/NZS 5601:2013.
In the new codes the glass will need
to be marked as toughened glass with a
minimum thickness of 5mm. Backing material,
which can be gypsum-based wall board,
needs to be a minimum thickness of 10mm
or a minimum thickness of 6mm for fibre
cement sheet.
Imported gas appliances
At the moment I’m hearing a lot about
imported gas appliances being brought into the
country. These appliances are not certified to
be installed in Victoria and plumbers should be
aware that it is illegal to install uncertified gas
appliances.
Keep those inquiries coming—I love a
challenge.
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Gas
Q&A

		
Your gas
questions
answered!

Compiled by ESV’s Gas Installations
and Appliance Safety team.
As per previous issues of Energysafe,
we are pleased to provide answers
for a varied range of frequently asked
questions received on ESV’s Gas
Technical Helpline, 1800 652 563.

Note The technical regulator may require notification before work commences and confirmation that completed work is in accordance with
this Standard (AS 5601—2013) and any other relevant requirements.
Question

Answer

Clause

What options are available for the installation
of LP Gas cylinders on board boats?

LP Gas cylinders and all high pressure stage piping shall be installed:
(a) in a cylinder compartment or LP Gas locker
(b) externally on the upper deck or cabin top of a boat, but not within 1000mm
of an opening into the boat, or cause a hindrance to movement on board
the boat and at least
i. 1000mm from any opening into the boat below the cylinder valve
ii. 150mm from any opening into the boat above the cylinder valve
iii. 1500mm from any fixed ignition source.

AS/NZS 5601:2013,
Part 2, Section 3.4.3
and Section 3.2.3

Under which conditions should you not install
LP Gas cylinders externally on a boat?

LP Gas cylinders should not be installed externally where such installation
would require the bodywork to be penetrated and cause structural problems
to the boat. In such a case the LP Gas cylinder should be installed in a cylinder
compartment with internal access for removal and replacement of cylinders.

AS/NZS 5601:2013,
Part 2, Section
3.4.5.1

What are the requirements for restraining
LP Gas cylinders and their attachments
on boats?

LP Gas cylinders and their attachments shall be restrained and have their
movement restricted when stowed on boats.

AS/NZS 5601:2013,
Part 2, Section 2.4.4
and Section 3.3.1,
3.3.2
Also AS 2030.1:2009
Section 8.7

Cylinders should not be allowed to:
»» fall over
»» fall upon one another
»» be subjected to mechanical shock
»» be unsecured during transport or use.
Cylinder restraints shall withstand a load equal to four times the weight of the
full cylinder, including attachments, when subjected to forces in all directions.
Cylinder restraint shall not cause undue stresses on the cylinder.

What is the minimum distance between an
LP Gas cylinder and any heat source (exhaust
or engine compartment) on a boat that will
require a heat shield to be installed?

Cylinders less than 200mm from heat sources require a heat shield to be installed.
The heat shield shall be at least 25mm from the shielded surface and from the
heat source.

AS/NZS 5601:2013,
Part 2, Section 3.2.5

What are the general requirements for
cylinder compartments and LP Gas lockers
on board boats?

A cylinder compartment or gas locker on board a boat shall:
(a) be of adequate size to house the cylinders and their associated equipment
(b) allow safe removal and reconnection and be capable of securing the cylinders
(c) allow sufficient ventilation to prevent build-up of LP Gas in case of a gas leak.

AS/NZS 5601:2013,
Part 2, Section 3.4.3
and Section 2.5.2

Cylinder compartments or lockers shall have durable identification
on the outside indicating the storage of LP Gas.
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Prosecutions and infringements
ESV has recently taken
legal proceedings against
the following individuals
and companies.

»»

»»

»»

»»

»»

In April Pump & Motor Controls Australia
Pty Ltd, a business located in Dandenong
South, was charged with employing
a person who was not an electrician
to carry out electrical installation work
and also permitting a person to carry
out electrical work that was not in
accordance with the Electricity Safety
Act and Regulations. Sale Magistrates’
Court fined the company $5000 plus
$500 costs without conviction.
Peter Slavuj of Narre Warren South, an
unlicensed officer of Pump & Motor
Controls company, appeared at Sale
Magistrates’ Court charged with three
offences including carrying out electrical
work when not licensed, installing unsafe
electrical equipment and installing electrical
cabling that did not meet the required
maximum fault loop impedance. Slavuj
was fined $1000 plus $500 costs without
conviction.
Andrew Workman, LEIW of Hampton Park,
appeared in Sale Magistrates’ Court
charged with installing unsafe electrical
equipment, carrying out work that did not
comply with the Electricity Safety Act and
Regulations, and aiding and abetting a
person to carry out electrical work when
that person was not licensed. Workman
was fined $1000 plus $500 costs without
conviction.

»»

In May Stephen Clarke, REC of Ringwood,
appeared before Ringwood Magistrates’
Court charged with two counts of installing
unsafe electrical equipment and one count
of failing to test. He was fined $2000
without conviction and ordered to pay
an additional $1500 in costs.
Sparkey Clarkey Pty Ltd, a business
located in Glen Iris, was charged in
Ringwood Magistrates’ Court with two
counts of permitting a person to carry out
electrical work not in accordance with the
Act and Regulations, and one count of
failing to have prescribed work inspected.
The business was fined $2000 without
conviction.

Infringement
notice
summary
Infringement
notices
2014
Types of
infringement
notices
issued

Aug
13
Total 5

»»

In June Bruno Cuscuna, unlicensed of Diggers
Rest, appeared in the Broadmeadows
Magistrates’ Court charged with carrying out
electrical installation work when not licensed.
Cuscuna was also charged with employing a
person to carry out work when not registered
and employing an unlicensed person to carry
out electrical work. He was fined $2000 plus
$1300 costs without conviction.
In June Marc Taylor of Bentleigh, unlicensed,
appeared before Moorabbin Magistrates’ Court
charged with carrying out electrical installation
work when not licensed. He was released without
conviction on an undertaking to be of good
behaviour until 10 June 2015 and was ordered
to pay $1000 as a condition of the bond.

Sep
13

Oct
13

Nov
13

Dec
13

Jan
14

Feb
14

Mar
14

Apr
14

May
14

Jun
14

Total

2

5

6

4

6

0

11

5

0

6

50

2014

REC LEW
Other

Offence
code

Offence

Penalty

Apr 14

OTHER

6384

Supply equipment not approved

$2887

OTHER

6384

Supply equipment not approved

$2887

LEW

6210

Unregistered person offers to do work

$722

LEW

6242

Fails to give certificate within time

$144

LEW

6402

Person comes too close to aerial line

$289

OTHER

3583

Supply or sell unaccepted gas appliance

$2887

OTHER

3589

Gasfitting work did not comply

$2887

LEI

1504

Fails to notify defects

$289

LEI

1504

Fails to notify defects

$289

REC

6232

Fail to have work inspected by inspector

$563

Jun 14
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EnergySafe has a
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It provides readers with authoritative articles on
safety, technical and regulatory information and
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and pipeline industries. EnergySafe goes directly
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LOOK UP AND LIVE OR
DEAD AND BURIED

REMEMBER LOOK UP AND LIVE
Stay outside the 3 metre “no go zone” around, and
above, power lines. Or you could end up 6 feet under.
For further information visit Energy Safe Victoria
www.esv.vic.gov.au or call 03 9203 9700.

